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ECG RK 1893 Digitouch
White
Double-walled kettle with
temperature control
Product code: 100001467838
EAN: 8592131308572











Thanks to the two walls, you won't get burned while
touching it

Possibility of precise temperature setting
Precise preparation of various types of tea and baby

food
Stainless steel interior with extra long life
Optimal volume 1.7 liters

 Double-walled “COOL TOUCH” design
against burns – outer wall made of

plastic / inner wall made of stainless steel
SUS 316
 5 temperature setting modes for

different types of tea, other hot drinks or
baby food
 Interior walls and bottom made of high

quality stainless steel SUS 316
ensuring long life
 Electronic control for temperature

setting (40-55-80-90-100 °C)
 Water temperature maintenance

function (up to 12 hours)

 Large and clear LED display with touch
control panel directly on the body of the

kettle:
- Displays the current temperature

 Temperature control via touch control
panel directly on the kettle:
- Water heating to 100 °C

- Setting and maintaining the boiling

temperature with boiling water at 100 °C (40-
55-80-90 °C)

- Setting and maintaining the boiling

temperature without boiling water at 100 °C
(40-55-80-90 °C)

 High quality STRIX connector with
lifetime warranty

 Concealed heater
 360° base with storage space for power

cable
 Automatic switch-off mode: when

switched on without water / when the
boiling point is reached / when the kettle is
removed from the base
 Light signaling, sound warning

 Volume: 1.7 l

 Rated voltage: 220–240 V ~ 50-60 Hz
 Rated power consumption: 1850–2200

W
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 1850-2200

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) 220-240 ~ 50/60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(cm) 70

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Hidden heating
element Yes

Volume (l) 1.7

Water temperature
setting No

Water level indicator No

Automatic switch off Yes

Power light indicator Yes

Sound indicator Yes

Safety fuse No

Rotary base for cord
rewind Yes

Non-slip feats Yes

Ergonomic handle No

Yes

Design

Colour White

Material Plastic

162

228

264

1.2

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

173

230

260

1.7

Weight & dimensions (Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Kettle that thinks of everything
The ECG RK 1893 Digitouch electric kettle will delight even demanding users, who buy their kitchen appliances
only with premium equipment. It boasts, among other things, a double-walled design, thanks to which you will
not get burned by touching it. It also offers the precise temperature setting function, so you can prepare
various types of tea or baby food with it. And last but not least, it will dazzle you with its beautiful design, crowned
with LED display and a touch control panel.  

The interior part of the kettle is made of high-quality stainless steel, which boasts excellent durability. This is an appliance that will
last you in the kitchen for a long time.

No more burns
If you have a classic electric kettle at home, you may have burned yourself a few times. However, with the innovative
ECG kettle, similar hazards are reduced to a minimum. This appliance is equipped with a handy solution to the problem
called COOL TOUCH, which consists of using two walls – the inside one is made of stainless steel with long service
life, the exterior is made of plastic. You don't have to worry about an unpleasant burn even when the water in the kettle
is boiling. The heat stays inside.  

Since our kettle can hold up to 1.7 litre of water, you can prepare your favourite beverages for extended family or for a large number of
visiting friends.

Premium steel as a guarantee of long life
The bottom and inner walls of the ECG RK 1893 Digitouch electric kettle are made of high-quality stainless-steel
SUS 316, which has many advantages. First and foremost it is the heat-resistant material impervious even to
extremely high temperatures. It also greatly resists corrosion even when in contact with seawater or brine. And on
top of it, it is more resistant to aggressive chemicals like fatty acids, chlorine or sulphuric acid than other types of
steel. Our kettle will pleasantly surprise you with its long service life.  

In addition, the stainless steel used inside the ECG kettle is completely safe. It contains molybdenum, which prevents excessive
metal contamination - its presence is also required in the production of some medications.

It heats the water to exact temperature
You can set an exact temperature you want the water heated to, using touch controls and built-in LED display. Thanks
to this option, various types of tea as well as other hot beverages can be easily prepared in our double-walled kettle.  

Parents will certainly appreciate the electronic temperature control in 5 steps (range 40–100 °C) when preparing baby
food. This can be prepared in our kettle exactly as the instructions require. The practical keeping warm function, which
can be activated for up to 24 hours, also contributes to this fact.

Thinking about your safety
Whether you are preparing your morning tea or preparing a snack for your children, the ECG kettle takes care of
your safety. It has among other things a high-quality STRIX connector with a lifetime function. It is also
equipped with hidden heating element. It also has a 360° base, where you can hide the power cable nicely.  

A matter of course is also the automatic shutoff technology, which turns off the appliance if it is switched on
without water, when it reaches the boiling point or if removed from the base.
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